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Abstract
In this paper, at 4rst we describe a digraph representing all the weak-order extensions of a
partially ordered set and algorithms for generating them. Then we present a digraph representing
all of the minimal weak-order extensions of a partially ordered set. This digraph also implies
generation algorithms. Finally, we prove that the number of weak-order extensions of a partially
ordered set is a comparability invariant, whereas the number of minimal weak-order extensions
of a partially ordered set is not a comparability invariant.
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1. Introduction and overview
In this paper, we are interested in the algorithmic and structural study of extensions
of a partially ordered set, order for short. The extensions are restricted to a certain
class of orders. A lot of previous works deals with studies of restricted classes of
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extensions:
• The linear extensions (extensions which are total orders) of an order, studied in
[21,18], are in one-to-one correspondence with the maximal chains of the lattice of
the antichains of the order [6].
• The minimal interval extensions of an order are in one-to-one correspondence with
the maximal chains of the lattices of the maximal antichains of the order [14].
• The MacNeille completion of an order studied in [7,17,4] is an extension of an order
belonging to the class of lattices.
Among these classes, exist particular extensions which are the extensions of an order
obtained by only adding some comparabilities to the order, as for the linear extensions
or the minimal interval extensions. We are interested in these extensions, especially the
weak-order extensions of an order. Informally, a weak order is an order composed of
a set of complete bipartite orders one above an other. Weak-order extensions are well
suited for the scheduling of tasks [9,10]: consider a partial order of tasks, a weak-order
extension of this order is a schedule of the tasks over processes or machines. In this
way, Lamport’s work on time stamping in [19] can be seen as on-line computation of a
particular weak-order extension of the causal order associated to a distributed execution.
As an other example, one can found in [3] new algorithms for eFciently computing
the plethysm of quasi-symmetric functions based on the weak-order extensions of an
order as well as on the linear extensions.
In Section 3, we present a one-to-one correspondence between all the weak-order
extensions of an order P and all the paths from the unique source to the unique sink of
a certain digraph WE(P). This result is related to the similar characterization of linear
and minimal interval extensions cited above. We use this characterization to develop
two eFcient generation algorithms.
Section 4 deals with the minimal weak-order extensions of an order. We 4rst char-
acterize these minimal extensions. We use this characterization to present a one-to-one
correspondence between all the minimal weak-order extensions of an order P and all
the paths from any source to any sink of another digraph WEm(P) associated to the
order (this digraph is not a subgraph of the above digraph WE(P) since the minimal
weak-order extensions of an order cannot directly be derived from the non-minimal
weak-order extensions) and to present eFcient generation algorithms.
The notion of comparability invariance is fundamental in the study of orders
[8,11,14]. It is based on the notion of a comparability graph G(P) that is associated
to any order P. A comparability graph of an order is the undirected graph obtained
by deleting the direction on the edges of the order. A parameter of an order is a
comparability invariant if it has the same value on any other order having the same
comparability graph. Many classical parameters on orders are comparability invariants.
For example, the number of linear extensions, the dimension, the jump number and the
number of the minimal interval extensions are comparability invariants. On the other
hand, the number of interval extensions of an order is not a comparability invariant.
Surprisingly, a dual statement than for interval extensions holds for weak-order ex-
tensions: the number of general weak-order extensions is a comparability invariant
whereas the number of minimal weak-order extensions is not a comparability invari-
ant, as we show in Section 5.
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2. Denitions and notations
A partially ordered set P=(X;6P), an order for short, is a reJexive, antisymmetric
and transitive binary relation on a set X . We represent an order by a diagram (Hasse
diagram) where x¡Py if and only if there is a sequence of connected lines moving
upwards from x to y, see Fig. 1(a) and (c) and for an example.
Two distinct elements x and y of P are said to be comparable if x6Py or y6P x.
Otherwise, they are incomparable, denoted by x ‖Py. We say that y covers x, denoted
by x≺P y, if and only if x¡P y and there is no z such that x¡P z¡P y.
A digraph G=(X; E) is given by a set X of elements or nodes, and a subset E⊆X×
X , the arcs. A subset x1; : : : ; xn of X such that (xi; xi+1)∈E for i¡n is called a path
from x1 to xn. A node x∈X such that for all y∈X there is no arc (x; y) is called a
sink. If there is no arc (y; x), x is called a source.
The transitive reduction (reduced form) of a poset P=(X;6P) is the digraph
(X;≺P). In the following, we will always assume that any poset P given as input
to some algorithm will be represented by its transitive reduction.
We de4ne the following sets for P, for any element x of P, and for any subset A
of P:
Max(P) = {x ∈ X | for all y ∈ X; y 	¿P x};
Min(P) = {x ∈ X | for all y ∈ X; y 	¡P x};
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Fig. 1. Weak-order extensions of an order.
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Ideal(A) = {y ∈ X |y 6P x; for some x ∈ A};
Filter(A) = {y ∈ X |y ¿P x; for some x ∈ A};
Pred(x) = {y ∈ X |y ≺P x};
Pred(A) =
⋃
x∈A
Pred(x);
Succ(x) = {y ∈ X |y P x};
Succ(A) =
⋃
x∈A
Succ(x):
A subset A of X is called an antichain (resp. chain) of P if it contains only pairwise
incomparable (resp. comparable) elements. We denote by AP the set of all antichains
of P. A subset A of X is a maximal antichain (resp. chain) if it is maximal under
inclusion.
A(P) is the order on AP de4ned as follows: A6A(P)B if and only if for all x∈A,
there is y∈B such that x6Py. It is well known that AP equipped with that order is
a distributive lattice [5]. By AM(P), we denote the suborder of A(P) restricted to the
maximal antichains of P. AM(P) is a lattice, but in general it is not distributive [1].
The ordering on P is a weak-order if and only if it does not contain the order 2
⊕
1
as a suborder [20]. Here, 2
⊕
1 denotes the union of a singleton and a chain composed
of two elements. An other characterization of a weak-order P is that AM(P) is a total
order such that every two distinct maximal antichains are disjoint. This implies that a
weak order is composed of a set of complete bipartite orders one above an other, and
allows us to represent a weak order by a sequence of maximal antichains A0; : : : ; An
such that every element in Ai is covered in P by every element in Ai+1. For examples
of weak orders, consider Fig. 1(c).
An order Q=(X;6Q) is an extension of an order P=(X;6P) if and only if for all
x and y∈X , x6Py implies x6Qy. Then P is a reduction of Q. If P is not a weak
order, it clearly admits weak-order extensions, e.g all the linear extensions which are
weak orders.
A weak-order extension Q of P is a minimal weak-order extension of P if there
is no weak-order extension Q′ of P such that Q 	= Q′ and Q is an extension of Q′.
Informally, a minimal weak-order extension of P is a weak-order extension of P which
is as close as possible to P.
3. Weak-order extensions of an order
In this section, we 4rst de4ne a digraph WE(P) which represents all weak-order
extensions of an order P. It gives rise to a one-to-one correspondence between certain
paths of WE(P) and all the weak-order extensions of P. From this digraph we derive
two eFcient generation algorithms.
Denition 1. Let P=(X;6P) be an order. We de4ne the digraph WE(P)= (AP; Ewe)
as follows. For A 	= A′ two antichains of P, (A; A′)∈Ewe if and only if the following
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two conditions are satis4ed:
A ⊆ Ideal(A′); (1)
A′\A = Ideal(A′)\Ideal(A): (2)
The binary relation induced by Ewe is an anti-reJexive and antisymmetric relation.
Moreover, the reJexo-transitive closure of WE(P) is A(P).
Since A(P) admits a minimal element which is ∅ and a maximal element which is
Max(P), the same holds for WE(P) which admits a unique source and a unique sink.
Let N be the order in (a) in Fig. 1. Notice that N is not a weak order since a, b and c
form a 2
⊕
1. The digraph WE(N ) is given in (b), with arcs labeled with the diMerence
between the two corresponding vertices. For example, there is an edge ({a; b}; {c; d})
since {a; b}⊆ Ideal({c; d})= {a; b; c; d} and {c; d}\{a; b}= {c; d}= Ideal({c; d})\
Ideal({a; b}). A 11 weak-order extensions of N are represented in (c). All these orders
are represented by their Hasse diagram. We see that WE(N ) admits a unique source
and a unique sink, and that there is a correspondence between the labeled paths of
WE(N ) and the weak-order extensions of N . This correspondence is such that, for
any order P, WE(P) represents all the weak-order extensions of P as follows:
Theorem 2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between all the paths of WE(P)
from the unique source to the unique sink and all the weak-order extensions of P.
Proof. ⇒: Let A0; : : : ; An be a path of WE(P) from the source to the sink. Let us
prove that A1\A0; : : : ; Ai\Ai−1; : : : ; An\An−1 are the maximal antichains of a weak-order
extension of P.
Let us 4rst associate to x the unique antichain Aix such that x∈Aix\Aix−1. The
existence of this antichain and its uniqueness immediately derives from the de4nition
of WE(P). We have the following fact:
1. Ideal(x) 	⊂ Ideal(Ai) for all i¡ix.
It remains to prove that Q=A1\A0; : : : ; An\An−1 is an extension of P. Therefore, let
x and y∈X such that x¡P y. Since every Ai is an antichain we see ix 	= iy. From the
de4nitions we easily derive:
2. Ideal(x)⊂ Ideal(y), and
3. Ideal(y)⊆ Ideal(Aiy).
These two together give
4. Ideal(x)⊂ Ideal(Aiy).
But then by 1, it follows that ix¡iy and so Q is an extension of P.
⇐: Let B1; : : : ; Bn be the maximal antichains of a weak-order extension of P. We
want to prove that there is a path A0; : : : ; An of WE(P) from the source to the sink
such that B1 =A1\A0; : : : ; Bn=An\An−1.
First observe that B1⊆Min(P). Since A0 has to be ∅ we also must have B1\A0 =
Ideal(B1)\Ideal(∅)=B1. Therefore A1 =B1.
Now we show by contradiction that if there is a path A0; : : : ; Ai with i¿0 of WE(P)
from the source to Ai such that B1 =A1\A0; : : : ; Bi =Ai\Ai−1, then there also is Ai+1
such that (Ai; Ai+1)∈Ewe and Ai+1\Ai =Bi+1.
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De4ne by Ai+1 =Max(Ideal(Ai)∪Bi+1). We have to prove that Bi+1 = Ideal(Ai+1)\
Ideal(Ai).
First we prove that Bi+1⊆ Ideal(Ai+1)\Ideal(Ai). Suppose that there is x∈Bi+1 such
that x∈ Ideal(Ai). Then there exist Aj ⊆ Ideal(Ai) such that x∈Aj and x =∈Aj−1. Fur-
thermore, x∈Bj and we have a contradiction because j¡i and x∈Bi+1.
It remains to show that Ideal(Ai+1)\Ideal(Ai)⊆Bi+1. Suppose that there is x in
Ideal(Ai+1)\Ideal(Ai) such that x∈Bi+1. Then there exists y¿Px such that y∈
Ideal(Ai+1)\Ideal(Ai) and y∈Bi+1. Since y =∈ Ideal(Ai), there is no j¡i such that
y∈Bj and so Bi+1 is not a weak-order extension of P.
The de4nition of WE(P) can equally be stated as follows: For A 	= A′ two antichains
of P, (A; A′)∈Ewe if and only if the following two conditions are satis4ed:
A ⊆ Ideal(A′); (3)
A′\A ⊆ Min(P\Ideal(A)): (4)
This new de4nition allows us to recursively compute all the weak-order extensions
of an order. Suppose that we already have Min(P\Ideal(Ai)), for some path A0; : : : ; Ai
of WE(P) from the source to an antichain Ai of P. Each non-empty subset Bi+1 of this
set is a maximal antichain of a weak-order extension of P, and, since Bi+1 =Ai+1\Ai,
we set
Min (P\Ideal(Ai+1)) = Min (P\(Ideal(Ai) ∪ Bi+1)) (5)
and
Ai+1 = Max (Ideal(Ai) ∪ Bi+1): (6)
Algorithm 1. The function AllWeak1
Input: P=(X;≺) a reduced order;
Y an antichain of P
Output: The weak-order extensions of P\Ideal(Y ); each represented by a
sequence of maximal antichains;
the number of weak-order extensions of P\Ideal(Y )
begin∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
nbext=0;
if Y = ∅ then∣∣∣∣ print “End of a weak-order extension”;return 1;
foreach B ⊆ Y; B 	= ∅ do∣∣∣∣∣∣
print “B”;
Y ′=Min((Y\B)∪ Succ(B));
nbext + =AllWeak1(P; Y ′);
return nbext;
end
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The function AllWeak1 in Algorithm 1, initially called with AllWeak1(P;Min(P))
(since A0 = ∅ and Min(P\Ideal(A0))=Min(P)) computes all the weak-order extensions
of an order P in this way. However, this function considers all the non-empty subsets
of a given set Y at each call, and this call issues a recursive call for each of these
subsets. So, Algorithm 1 has a very high complexity.
Such a computation of all the weak-order extensions of an order P can be improved
in two diMerent ways. A 4rst way (cf. Algorithm 2) consists in modifying Algorithm 1
such that its time complexity can be amortized. This amortized complexity is an im-
portant theoretical result, but elements of weak-order extensions are only printed as
output according to the recursive calls, and are not stored in a data structure to be
used further. In a second way (cf. Algorithm 4), Algorithm 1 is modifying to ex-
plicitly computes and returns WE(P), very useful data structure representing all the
weak-order extensions to be used in another treatment, and the time complexity also
is improved.
Algorithm 2. Weak-order extensions of an order
Input: P=(X;≺) a reduced order
Output: The weak-order extensions of P; each represented by some maximal
antichains (the other can be directly deduced from P);
the number of weak-order extensions of P
begin∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
let L be an inverse linear extension of P;
for x in L such that x is not visited do∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
y= x;
while |Pred(y)|=1 and |Succ(Pred(y))|=1 do∣∣∣∣∣∣
y=Pred(y);
EndChain(y)= x;
mark y visited;
nb=AllWeak2(P;Min(P);EndChain);
print “there are” nb “weak-order extensions”;
end
The 4rst way mentioned above need some modi4cations of Algorithm 1. A 4rst
modi4cation concerns the generation of subsets of Y : computing a subset B of Y
can be done by adding or deleting one element of the subset of Y computed at the
preceding execution of the loop Foreach. Gray code algorithms [13,12,16] can gen-
erate subsets in this manner, as e.g. in [21], where all linear extensions of an order
are generated. In this way, we can improve the cost of the computing of the subsets
of Y .
A second modi4cation concerns the number of recursive calls issued from a call of
recursive depth i of the function AllWeak1: we modify this function such that there are
at least two recursive calls issued from each call of recursive depth i. So we can charge
the cost of i to the recursive calls issued from i (i.e. divide the cost of i by the number
of recursive calls issued from i) and therefore amortize the time complexity. To precise
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this modi4cation, remark that the case in Algorithm 2 where there is only one recursive
call issued from a call of recursive depth i is the case where Y =Min(P\Ideal(Ai))
contains only one element. In this case, the only subset we can choose in Y (and
corresponding to a maximal antichain of a weak-order extension of P) is Y itself,
and Min(P\Ideal(Ai+1))=Succ(Y ). Let y1; : : : ; yn be the longest chain of P such that
y1 =Y and yi+1 is the unique immediate successor of yi. The maximal antichains of
a weak-order extension of P we have to compute are Bi+1 =y1; : : : ; Bi+n=yn. With a
preprocessing of such chains y1; : : : ; yn, we can deal with Succ(yn) instead of Y in
the same call of recursive depth i of the function, implying more than one recursive
calls issued from i since Succ(yn) contains more than one element. Therefore, this
preprocessing only consists in associating to y1 the end yn of the chain. Let EndChain
be a representation of this association by a binary relation on X that can be computed
by a run through P according to an inverse linear extension of P.
Algorithm 2 is such an improvement of Algorithm 1 computing all the weak-order
extensions of an order. It uses the recursive function AllWeak2 that is presented in
Algorithm 3 and its time complexity can be amortized, as it is done in the proof of
Theorem 3. Here m is the number of comparabilities of the transitive reduction of P,
nw is the number of weak-order extensions of P, and ) is the maximum number of
immediate successors of the elements of P.
Theorem 3. Algorithm 2 computes all the weak-order extensions of an order P, and
requires O(m) space and O(nw)+ m) time.
Proof. The only data needed for this algorithm is the order P, and the relation
EndChain. So, the space complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(m). Now, let us prove that
the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(nw)+ m).
Algorithm 2 computes all the weak-order extensions by a call to the recursive func-
tion AllWeak2 in Algorithm 3. We can amortize the work that is done for an indi-
vidual extension by function AllWeak2. Since each 4nal call of function AllWeak2
computes a weak-order extension, the idea is to charge the computing time that a call
to AllWeak2 has consumed to the subsequent recursive calls that are issued from this
call. Suppose that the actual call of recursive depth i had received a cost Ti−1. Let Li
be the local cost inside this call. We have 2|Y | − 1 recursive calls issued from such a
call itself, the −1 is due to the fact that the empty set is not considered. So now each
recursive call is charged with
Ti =
Ti−1 + Li
2|Y | − 1 : (7)
Let us 4rst precise the local cost Li. The cases where Y = ∅ or |Y |=1 are in O(1).
Each of the 2|Y |− 1 executions of the Foreach loop generates and deals with a subset
B of Y in O()): with the use of Gray codes, each subset B of Y can diMer from
the preceding subset of Y in exactly one element added or deleted, with an initial
subset composed of only one element. Printing this subset consists then in printing
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this element. Computing the new set Y consists in the visit of the set of immediate
successors of this element. Therefore, we obtain
Algorithm 3. The function AllWeak2
Input: P=(X;≺) a reduced order;
Y an antichain of P;
EndChain a binary relation on elements of P
Output: The weak-order extensions of P\Ideal(Y ); each represented by some
maximal antichains (the other can be directly deduced from P);
the number of weak-order extensions of P\Ideal(Y )
begin∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
nbext=0;
if Y = ∅ then∣∣∣∣print “End of a weak-order extension”;return 1;
if |Y |=1 then∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
let y be the alone element of Y ;
if EndChain(y) exist then∣∣∣∣ print “y → EndChain(y)”;Y1=Succ(EndChain(y));
else∣∣∣∣ print “y”;Y1=Succ(y);
else
Y1=Y
==now |Y1|¿1
foreach B⊆Y1; B 	= ∅ do∣∣∣∣∣∣
print “B”;
Y ′=Min((Y1\B)∪Succ(B));
nbext + =AllWeak2(P; Y ′;EndChain);
return nbext;
end
Li =(2|Y | − 1)): (8)
The use of EndChain enforces that the recursive calls are always issued with |Y |¿1.
Therefore, each recursive call is then charged with
Ti =
Ti−1 + (2|Y | − 1))
2|Y | − 1 =
Ti−1
2|Y | − 1 + )6
Ti−1
3
+ ): (9)
We charge every recursive call with the corresponding Ti. So, a 4nal call (i.e. a call
with Y = ∅ and Ll=0) of recursive depth l receives a cost totall which is estimated
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as follows:
totall = Tl−1 6
Tl−2
3
+ )=
Tl−3
32
+
)
3
+ ) =
Tl−4
33
+
)
32
+
)
3
+ )
=)
i=l∑
i=0
1
3i
6 )
1
1− 1=3 =
3
2
):
Since a 4nal call corresponds to a weak-order extension, the work that is done for a
weak-order extension of P is in O()). And the work that is done for all the weak-order
extensions is in O(nw)).
Finally, since the complexity for initializing EndChain is in O(m), Algorithm 2
requires O(nw)+ m) time in total.
Algorithm 4. The function AllWeak3
Input: P=(X;≺) a reduced order;
Y a subset of P;
A an antichain of P
begin∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
if Y = ∅ then
return ;
foreach B⊆Y; B 	= ∅ do∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A′=Max(Ideal(A)∪B);
add the new arc (A; A′) in WE(P);
if A′ not visited then∣∣∣∣∣∣
add the new element A′ in WE(P);
Y ′=Min((Y\B)∪Succ(B));
AllWeak3(P; Y ′; A′);
return;
end
It is also possible to obtain a better time complexity by trading it for space complexity
if we explicitly compute WE(P). Moreover, the computed weak-order extensions can
be used in every other treatment on P since there are stored by the eFcient data struc-
ture WE(P). Algorithm 4 describes the function AllWeak3 which is a modi4ed version
of AllWeak2 that enables us to store the node Ai+1 (which is Max(Ideal(Ai)∪Bi))
and the arc (Ai; Ai+1) of WE(P) in addition at each call of recursive depth i. Initially,
it is called as AllWeak3(P;Min(P); ∅) since A0 = ∅ is the source of WE(P). The im-
provement of the time complexity comes from the fact that if Ai+1 already has been
considered, then all the paths from Ai+1 to the sink of WE(P) (which corresponds
to maximal antichains of weak-order extensions of P) are already computed and vice
versa. Let n′ be the number of nodes of WE(P), m′ be the number of arcs of WE(P),
and w be the width of P, that is the maximum size of an antichain of P. Then we have:
Theorem 4. Algorithm 4 computes WE(P) and uses a space of O(wn′ + m′) and a
time of O(m′w log n).
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Proof. Correctness of the space complexity is immediate.
Each execution of the Foreach loop computes a new comparability of WE(P). There-
fore, the Foreach loop is executed m′ times at whole. Now, consider only one execu-
tion. Since a subset B of Y can diMer from the preceding subset in exactly one element
added or deleted, its generation is done in constant time. Computing A′ is done con-
stant in time, too. The new set Y is computed in O(w) time by visiting the immediate
successors of the element that is added or deleted. The computation of WE(P), i.e.
the addition of a new arc and, if necessary a new element, can be done in O(w).
Testing if A′ has ever been visited can be done in O(w log n). Each execution of the
Foreach loop is then in O(w log n). So, the time complexity of Algorithm 4 is
O(m′w log n).
Then, to compute all the weak-order extensions of P, we have to visit the digraph
WE(P). So, we have:
Corollary 5. By Algorithm 4, it is possible to compute all the weak-order extensions
of an order P in O(m′w log n+ nwn) time and O(wn′ + m′) space.
4. Minimal weak-order extensions of an order
First we characterize the minimal weak-order extensions of an order P. Then we
present a one-to-one correspondence between all the minimal weak-order extensions of
P and certain paths of a digraph WEm(P) and use this correspondence to develop an
eFcient generation algorithm.
The main part of Algorithms 1, 3 and 4 was to choose a subset B of Y , and to
compute the complement of B in Y . In this way, all the weak-order extensions of an
order were computed. To modify this algorithm, we easily could add conditions to this
choice, as e.g. the size of the chosen subset. But if we want to obtain just the minimal
weak-order extensions of P, there are no obvious local conditions that only involve the
subset B chosen in Y at each step.
We have the following characterization of a minimal weak-order extension of an
order:
Lemma 6. Let P=(X;6P) be an order. Let Q=A0; : : : ; An be a weak-order extension
of P. The two following properties are equivalent:
1. Q is a minimal weak-order extension of P.
2. For all Ai such that i¡n, there are x∈Ai, y∈Ai+1 such that x≺P y.
Proof. 1 ⇒ 2: Suppose that Ai is such that i¡n and that for all x∈Ai and y∈Ai+1,
x ‖Py. Clearly, Q′=A0; : : : ; Ai−1; Ai ∪Ai+1; Ai+2; : : : An is a weak-order extension of P,
that contradicts the minimality of Q. So we see that there must be x and y as required
with x¡P y. But then the fact that Q is an extension proves x≺P y as well.
1⇐ 2: For all Ai, i¡n assume that there are x∈Ai, y∈Ai+1 such that x≺P y. Let
us prove that Q is a minimal weak-order extension of P.
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Suppose that Q is not minimal, then there is Q′=A′0; : : : ; A
′
m such that Q
′ is a weak-
order extension of P, and Q is an extension of Q′. This means that there are x and
y∈X such that x≺Q y and x and y are incomparable in Q′. Then x and y are also
incomparable in P since Q′ is an extension of P. Let Ai be such that x∈Ai. Then,
because of x≺Q y, y∈Ai+1. From the hypothesis, one can de4ne x′ ∈Ai and y′ ∈Ai+1
such that x′≺P y′. Since Q is an extension of Q′, we have x‖Qx′, and x‖Q′x′. By the
same type of argument, y ‖Q y′ and y ‖Q′y′.
Since x and y are incomparable in Q′, there exists A′j such that x and y∈A′j. Then
x′ ∈A′j and y′ ∈A′j. Therefore, x′ ‖Q′y′ and Q′ is not an extension of P.
In the same way as for the general weak-order extensions of P, our goal is now
to de4ne a digraph such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between certain
paths of this digraph and the minimal weak-order extensions of P. Suppose we choose
WE(P) restricted to the paths from the source to the sink such that the corresponding
weak-order extensions satisfy Lemma 6. Let us demonstrate by Fig. 2 that this digraph
contains paths that do not correspond to a minimal weak-order extension of P.
Let P be the order in (a) and WE(P) in (b) of Fig. 2. The minimal weak-order
extensions of P are represented in (c), with covering relations as required for Lemma 6
in bold. The corresponding paths of WE(P) are given in bold, too. Indeed the subgraph
induced by these paths contains 5 paths from ∅ to ef instead of 4: ab; c; d; ef does
not correspond to a minimal weak-order extension of P since condition 2 of Lemma
6 is violated by A1 = {c} and A2 = {d}.
b
b
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b
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f
d
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e
a
b
c
a
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e
e
a
ef
0
(b)
(a)
(c)
Fig. 2. Creation of wrong paths.
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(a,a) (ab,ab)
(bc,c)(bc,bc)
(cd,d)(de,de)
(ef,ef)(ef,f)
(cd,cd)
Fig. 3. Minimal weak-order extensions of an order.
To circumvent this, we use a transformation that we call the linegraph transfor-
mation: 1 We replace a node of WE(P) belonging to a valid path by an arc, and we
replace an arc of WE(P) belonging to a valid path by a node associated with one of
the extremities of this arc. By that we distinguish nodes (i.e. the corresponding arcs
of WE(P)) with the same label.
Let us now give a formal de4nition of this digraph representing the minimal weak-
order extensions of an order:
Denition 7. Let P=(X;6P) be an order. We de4ne WEm(P)= (X;E), with X o
subset of pairs of antichains of P, as follows. For A0; : : : ; An a path of WE(P) from
the source to the sink, and Bi =Ai\Ai−1 with 0¡i¡n such that Bi ∪Bi+1 is not an
antichain of P include the following objects into WEm:
(Ai; Bi) ∈ X for all 0 ¡ i 6 n;
((Ai; Bi); (Ai+1; Bi+1)) ∈ E for all i with 0 ¡ i ¡ n:
Let P be the order in (a) of Fig. 2; the digraph WEm(P) for P is shown in Fig. 3;
the corresponding minimal weak-order extensions are given in (c) of Fig. 2.
This digraph represents the minimal weak-order extensions of an order as follows:
Lemma 8. There is a one-to-one mapping between the paths of WEm(P) from any
source to any sink and the minimal weak-order extensions of P.
Proof. ⇒: Let (A0; B0); : : : ; (An; Bn) be a path of WEm(P) from a source to a sink. By
de4nition, A0; : : : ; An is a path of WE(P) from the unique source to the unique sink,
B0; : : : ; Bn is a weak-order extension of P and Bi ∪Bi+1 for i¡n is not an antichain
of P.
So the weak-order extension B0; : : : ; Bn satis4es Lemma 6 and it is a minimal weak-
order extension of P.
1 This linegraph transformation used for posets is closed to but diMerent from the linegraph de4ne for
graph in [15].
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⇐: Let B0; : : : ; Bn be a minimal weak-order extension of P. Let A0; : : : ; An be the
path in WE(P) from the unique source to the unique sink such that Ai\Ai+1 =Bi for
i¡n. Since B0; : : : ; Bn satisfy Lemma 6, then Bi ∪Bi+1 for i¡n is not an antichain of
P and (A0; B0); : : : ; (An; Bn) is a path of WEm(P) from a source to a sink.
Now, our goal is to compute all the minimal weak-order extensions of P. Consider
the functions AllWeak1 in Algorithm 1, AllWeak2 in Algorithm 3 and AllWeak3
in Algorithm 4. The principal step in these functions is to choose a subset B in Y ,
Y being the current set of minimal elements. Suppose the last set that was chosen is
called B’, then computing a minimal weak-order extension of P consists in choosing
at each step a subset B in Y with respect to Lemma 6 which is equivalent to the two
following conditions:
(C1) There are x′ ∈B′ and x∈B with x′≺P x.
(C2) The deletion of B in Y introduces a new minimal element x′′.
There is always a subset of Y satisfying these two conditions: it is the subset Y
itself. Therefore, each subset B of Y satisfying these two conditions corresponds to a
maximal antichain of a minimal weak-order extension of P.
Let us now describe a way to compute all the subsets of Y verifying these two
conditions.
Let New=Min(Succ(Y )). Then the element x′′ de4ned in condition C2 is in New.
Moreover, x′′ must also be a new minimal element resulting from the deletion of the
chosen set B in Y . Let MarkB=Min((Y\B)∪Succ(B)) being the set of such minimal
elements associating with B. Then, to satisfy condition (C2), B must be such that
MarkB ∩ New 	= ∅: (10)
We can associate such a set MarkB to each subset B chosen, in particular to B′.
Now, we have to choose a subset B of Y containing x as in condition (C1), that is
equivalent to
B ∩MarkB′ 	= ∅: (11)
So, conditions (C1) and (C2) are equivalent to inequalities (11) and (10), respec-
tively, and we have to choose a subset B of Y such that the pair (B;MarkB) satis4es
(11) and (10) (i.e. corresponding to a maximal antichain of a minimal weak-order
extension of P).
Instead of testing, for each subset B of Y , if the pair (B;MarkB) satis4es these two
inequalities, let us describe a way to directly obtain such a pair (B;MarkB).
Every pair (B;MarkB) satisfying (11) and (10) contains a pair (i; j) where i∈MarkB′
∩B and j∈New∩MarkB. Then, if we assume that MarkB′ and New are totally or-
dered, we can associate to each pair (B;MarkB) the lexicographically minimal such
pair (i; j).
Let us now consider a pair (i; j) in (MarkB′ ×New). There are two possible cases:
1. there is at least one subset B of Y such that (i; j) is associated to (B;MarkB), and
we say that (i; j) is a valid pair,
2. there is no subset B of Y such that (i; j) is associated to (B;MarkB), and we say
that (i; j) is not valid.
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If (i; j) is a valid pair, then there exists an inclusion-minimal subset Bi; j of Y
such that (i; j) is associated to (Bi; j;MarkBi; j), with Bi; j = {i}∪ (Pred(j)∩Y ) and
MarkBi; j= {j′ ∈New |Pred(j′)∩Y ⊆Bi; j}. Therefore, we can test if a pair (i; j) is valid
by verifying if it is the lexicographically minimal pair associated to (Bi; j;MarkBi; j).
So, a pair (i; j) is valid if and only if:
• with respect to the order on MarkB′ , there is no i′ ∈Bi; j that is less than i,
• and, with respect to the order on New, there is no j′ ∈MarkBi; j that is less than j.
The function AllWeakMin in Algorithm 5, initially called as AllWeakMin(P;Min(P),
Min(P)), computes all the pairs (i; j) to test their validity in this way. Then, for each
valid pair (i; j), it calls the function Complete in Algorithm 6 to recursively compute
all the pairs (B;MarkB) to which (i; j) is associated to. A pair (B;MarkB) is computed
by completing (i.e. adding one element) the preceding computed pair so that (i; j) is
associated to, and the 4rst pair to complete is (Bi; j;MarkBi; j). This function Complete
needs as input the order P, the current set Y of minimal elements, the valid pair (i; j),
the last computed pair (B;MarkB) to which (i; j) is associated to, and a subset T of
Y to treat in order to complete (B;MarkB).
We can state the following result, with nwm being the number of minimal weak-order
extensions of P:
Algorithm 5. function AllWeakMin
Input: P=(X;≺) a reduced order;
Y and MarkB′ subsets of P
Output: The minimal weak-order extensions of P\Ideal(Y )∪Y; each
represented by a sequence of maximal antichains
begin∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
New=Min(Succ(Y ));
Let M be a total order on MarkB′ ;
Let N be a total order on New;
foreach i∈M do∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
B= i;
MarkB= {j∈Succ(i)∩New |Pred(j)∩Y = {i}};
T = {i′ ∈MarkB′ | i′¿Mi}∪ (Y\MarkB′);
foreach j∈N do∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
B∗=B∪ (Pred(j)∩Y );
Mark∗B=MarkB ∪{j};
Mark∗B=Mark
∗
B ∪{j′′ ∈New | j′′ =∈MarkB and (Pred(j′′)∩Y )⊆B};
T ∗=T\Pred(j);
if
Mark∗B doesn’t contains an j
′ such that j′¡N j
and
B∗ doesn’t contains an i′ such that i′¡M i
then
Complete(P; Y; (i; j); (B∗;Mark∗B); T
∗);
end
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Proposition 9. Algorithm 5 computes all the minimal weak-order extensions of an
order and requires O(m) space and O(nwm(w3 + m)) time.
Proof. The only data needed for Algorithm 5 is the order P. So, the space complexity
of Algorithm 5 is in O(m). Let us now prove that the time complexity of Algorithm 5
is as claimed.
First we prove that computing a pair (B;MarkB) takes O(w3) time. Computing a
valid pair (i; j) costs O(w3) time: we enumerate all possible pairs in O(w2) time,
and test each in O(w) time. As we said above, to each valid pair (i; j) we associate
a minimal pair (Bi; j;MarkBi; j) with Bi; j = {i}∪ (Pred(j)∩Y ). Such a minimal pair
(Bi; j;MarkBi; j) can then be computed in O(w
3).
The other pairs (B;MarkB) associated to a valid pair (i; j) are computed by the
function Complete in O(w2) time by completing the previously computed pair that
was associated to (i; j): we have to visit a set of candidate elements to complete the
previous pair in O(w) time, and then to test these candidate elements in O(w) time,
too. So we compute a pair (B;MarkB) in O(w3).
Algorithm 6. function Complete
Input: P=(X;≺) a reduced order;
Y the current subset of minimal elements;
(i; j) a valid pair of P;
(B;MarkB) the last computed pair to which (i; j) is associated to;
T the subset of Y to treat in order to complete (B;MarkB)
Output: All the pairs (B;MarkB) associated to (i; j); and represented maximal
antichains of minimal weak-order extensions of P
begin∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
print(B);
AllWeakMin(P; Y\B∪MarkB;MarkB);
foreach i′ ∈T do∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
T =T\{i′};
A= {j′ ∈Succ(i′) such that (Pred(j′)∩Y )\B= i′};
if A doesn’t contains an j′ such that j′¡M j then
Complete(P; Y; (i; j); (B∪{i′};MarkB ∪A); T )
end
As in Algorithm 3 of Section 3, we can amortize the work that is done for an individual
minimal extension. Each minimal weak-order extension is computed by a 4nal call. The
actual call of recursive depth i of the function AllWeakMin receives a cost Ti−1 from
the preceding call, and charges a cost Ti to the following calls. Ti is computed from
Ti−1, from b, the cost of the computation of a pair (B;MarkB) inside such a call of
recursive depth i, and from .i, the number of recursive calls issued from a call of
recursive depth i, as follows:
Ti =
Ti−1 + b.i
.i
=
Ti−1
.i
+ b: (12)
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We distinguish b1, the value of the cost b when the call i issues only one recursive call
by itself, and b2 the value of b when the call i issues more than one such call. Thus:
• Ti =Ti−1 + b1 if the call i issues only one recursive call,
• Ti =Ti−1=.i + b26Ti−1=2 + b2 if the call i issues more than one recursive call.
The cost Tl for a 4nal call l is now bounded by
Tl =
Tl−1
.l
+ b6
i=l∑
i=0
b1 +
i=l∑
i=0
b2
2i
: (13)
∑i=l
i=0 b1 is in O(m) since having only one recursive call implies that (Y;New) forms
a complete bipartite order. This can be recognized in the order of magnitude of the
number of edges involved in that bipartite. Any edge may only occur once in any such
sequence of consecutive calls, so the total work that 4nally enters into the cost for one
individual extension may not exceed the number of edges.∑i=l
i=0 b2=2
i is in O(w3) since b2 is in O(w3) as we stated above. So the claim
follows.
In a second approach we compute WEm(P) in order to avoid computing parts of
minimal extensions several times as in Algorithm 4 of Section 3, and we compute all
the minimal weak-order extensions with a visit of WEm(P). So, we have the following
complexity, where n′′ is the number of nodes of WEm(P) and m′′ is the number of
arcs of WEm(P):
Proposition 10. By computing WEm(P), it is possible to compute all the minimal
weak-order extensions of an order in space O(wn′′+m′′) and in time O(m′′w3+nwmn).
Proof. The proof for the space and time complexity is analogous to the one for
Algorithm 4 of Section 3.
5. Comparability invariants
Here, we will prove that the number nw of weak-order extensions and the number
nwm of minimal weak-order extensions behave quite diMerently with respect to the prop-
erty of being a comparability invariant. Indeed, whereas the 4rst is such an invariant,
the second is not, as will be shown by an example.
The comparability graph G(P) of an order P is the undirected graph obtained from
P—seen as a digraph—by omitting the direction of the arcs. A parameter of an or-
der is a comparability invariant if whenever two orders P and Q have isomorphic
comparability graphs, the value of the parameter is the same for P and Q.
The dual order Pd = (X;6Pd ) of P is de4ned by x6Pdy if and only if y6Px.
Denition 11 (Substitution). Let P=(X;6P) and M =(Y;6M ) be two orders such
that X ∩Y = ∅. Let a∈X . PMa =(X \{a}∪Y;6PMa ), the substitution of a by M , is
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de4ned by x6PMa y if and only if one of the following cases holds:
x; y ∈ X and x 6P y;
x; y ∈ Y and x 6M y;
x ∈ X; y ∈ Y and x 6P a;
y ∈ X; x ∈ Y and a6P y:
b c
a
X
(bcef,bcef)
(bcef,bc) (bcef,bcf)
(bcef,bce) (bcef,ef) (bcef,cef)
(aef,aef)
(af,af)
(ae,ae)
(bcd,bcd)
(cd,cd)
(bd,bd)
d
fe
(bcef,bcef)
(bcef,bcf)
(bcef,bce) (cef,cef)
(cef,cf)
(cef,ce) (bef,bef)
(bef,bf)
(bef,be)
(ad,ad)
(a,a) (ae,ae) (af,af) (aef,aef)(ef,ef)
(bcd,bcd)(bcd,bc)(bcd,cd)(bcd,bd)(bcd,d)
(ad,ad) (d,d) (a,a)
(bcef,bef)
(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Fig. 4. A counter example.
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Below we will use the following theorem:
Theorem 12 (Dreesen et al. [11]). A parameter / of )nite orders is a comparability
invariant if and only if for every pair of )nite orders P and M , W =M d, and every
element a of P,
/(PMa ) = /(P
W
a ): (14)
Let us 4rst demonstrate that nwm is not a comparability invariant with the counter
example represented in Fig. 4. Let P and M be the orders in (a) and (b), respectively,
and W =M d. Then WEm(PMX ) is represented in (c) and WEm(P
W
X ) in (d). Clearly, P
M
X
admits seven minimal weak-order extensions, and PWX eleven.
Theorem 13. nw is a comparability invariant.
Proof. We are going to de4ne a mapping M and to prove that it is a one-to-one
correspondence from the weak-order extensions of PMa to the weak-order extension of
PWa , for any P, M , W =M
d and a∈P.
Let Q=C0; : : : ; Cm be a weak-order extension of PMa . Clearly, the suborder of Q
induced by the elements of P is a weak-order extension of P\{a}, and the suborder of
Q induced by the elements of M is a weak-order extension of M . Let QP =B0; : : : ; Bn′
and QM =A0; : : : ; An be these two suborders, respectively. We de4ne the mapping
M (Q)=C′0; : : : ; C
′
m where, for each j¡m:
C′j :=
{
(Cj\Ai)∪An−i if there is i 6 n such that Ai⊆Cj;
Cj if there is no such i:
(15)
It is immediate by construction that the image of a weak-order extension of PMa by
M is a weak-order extension of PWa . By applying this de4nition to P
W
a we obtain the
mapping w, which clearly is the inverse of M .
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